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Picture Books

Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam Pirates Ahoy! 
by Tracey Corderoy and Steven Lenton

Nosy Crow  978-1839945823
Shifty and Sam have been asked to make cupcakes for a pirate party but find

themselves caught up in a robbery. Can they foil the bad pirate thieves and find the
treasure too?

 

The Man Whose Mother Was a Pirate 
by Margaret Mahy and Margaret Chamberlain

 Puffin 978-0140554304
Sam leaves his boring office and runs off to sea with his larger than life pirate Mother
and the adventures which await change him for ever. A wonderfully descriptive story

of the sights, sounds and delights of the sea.
 

Pirate Baby 
by Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith

Otter Barry Books  978-1910959954
The pirate crew of the Ramshackle rescue an abandoned baby drifting past and are
surprised by the new challenges and delights that await them - and adventures of

course!

The Pirates Next Door 
By Jonny Duddle

Templar Publishing  9781848773929
There is great consternation when a family of pirates move into

Dull-On-Sea but Matilda soon makes friends with her new
neighbours with unexpected results.

 

 Pirate Stew
 by Neil Gaiman and Chris Riddell

Bloomsbury Children’s Books  978-152661471
Mix together a rhyming adventure with flying ships, Long John McRon the

pirate baby-sitter, two children and a crew of lively pirates and you have all
the ingredients for a whale of a tale.

 

To Catch a Cloud 
by Elena de Roo and Hannah Peck

Faber  978-0571340583
A boy and his dog follow a cloud out to sea but have to rely on the whales

and the waves to bring them home again.
 



The Story Thief 
by Graham Carter

Andersen Press  978-1783448937
Olive is a shy girl but when an Octopus steals her book and all the books in

the town go missing she embarks on an intrepid journey to find them all.
 

 The Boy who Sailed the World 
by Julia Green and Alex Latimer

David Fickling Books  978-1788452335
An adventure story about a boy who follows his dreams and sails away

across the oceans.
 

How to Make a Story 
by Naomi Jones and Ana Gomez

OUP  978-0192779045
When Milo decides he's going to tell a story, it seems like a great idea. A
story of his very own, made up by him! The only problem is that he's not

sure how to start ... or what to put in the middle ... or how to end it.

Noah's Seal 
by Layn Marlow

OUP  978-0192775122
Noah waits all day for Nana's boat to be ready so that they can go seal spotting. He
waits and waits, and eventually takes matters into his own hands, building his very

own seal out of sand.

Captain Toby
by Satoshi Kitamura

Scallywag Press 978-1912650743
It's a dark and stormy night and Toby cannot sleep. The whole house seems to

be tossing and turning like a ship in the middle of the ocean and soon Toby
enters a fantasy world where he is indeed at sea, caught up in a strange and wild

adventure.

Molly and the Dolphins
by Malachy Doyle and Andrew Whitson

Graffeg    978-1802580792
Molly loves sailing amongst the dolphins in the little boat her fisherman father
made for her. One day she rescues a dolphin caught in a net and her good deed

is rewarded when she is in trouble herself.



The Odd FIsh
by Naomi Jones and James Jones

Farshore  978-0755504428
When Little Fish and her family encounter an odd new fish bobbing along on its

own, they embark on an exciting journey to reunite it with its family.

Pick a Story
by Sarah Coyle and Adam Walker-Parker

Farshore  978-1405299046
Do you love pirates? How about aliens? And jungle animals?

Find them ALL in the pages of this laugh-out-loud interactive adventure!
 

The Little Pirate Queen 
by Sally Anne Garland

New Frontier Publishing 978-1913639143
Lucy sails across the sea fixing her small, rickety raft hoping to reach Far
Away Island.  But when a gigantic wave sweeps the other children away,

The Little Pirate Queen is determined to rescue everyone.

The Baker by the Sea 
by Paula White

Templar Publishing  978-1787419186
A young boy lives with his baker father in a seaside village but it is the fishermen he

watches as he dreams of being brave enough to join them one day.
 

Grandad’s Island 
By Benji Davies

Simon and Shuster  978-1471119958
A beautifully gentle tale about the special relationship between a boy and

his Grandad and their adventures together which sensitively touches on the
theme of loss.  Also from Benji Davies is Grandma Bird about a boy staying

with his unusual Grandma on a small island.
 

The Quilt
 by Valeriane Leblond

Y Lolfa  978-1784618087
A long time ago a little girl and her family were forced to leave their home by

the sea and emigrate to America. It is a long sea voyage and they are
homesick but the family patchwork quilt that they has many lovely memories

of their family and helps them make a new home.
 



The Tale of the Whale
by Karen Swann

Scallywag Press  978-1912650910
A delightful rhyming tale of a young girl taken on a journey on the back of a

whale to far flung shores and ice-capped seas making friends as they go and
learning about the dangers of plastic pollution.

The Whale Who Wanted More 
by Rachel Bright and Jim Field

Ochard Books  978-1408349229
Humphrey the whale roams far and wide searching for the perfect object to add

to his treasure.  This rhyming story tells of Humphreys' search and how he
discovers that perhaps friendship is the best treasure of all.

The Journey Home 
by Frann Preston Gannon

Pavilion Children's Books  978-1843652090
The ice is melting so Polar Bear sets off in search of a new home. Join him on his

adventures across the seas and discover the many friends he meets along the
way. 

Taxi Ride with Victor
by Sara Trofa and Elsa Klever

Prestel  978-3791374062
Victor is everyone's favorite extraterrestrial taxi driver, but he has a big

problem. His memory is terrible! He can never remember his way around the
galaxy.

Grandpa and the Kingfisher
by Anna WIlson and Sarah Massini

Nosy Crow  978-1788006460
A young child spends time with Grandpa watching the kingfishers on the river as

the year passes through the seasons and the kingfishers raise their young. A
delightful tale of a special friendship and the cycle of life.

The Storm Whale 
by Benji Davies

Simon and Shuster  978-1471115684
Noi’s father is a fisherman and often at sea so when Noi finds a baby

whale on the beach he is determined to look after his new secret friend,
which is not at all easy.

 



Dear Greenpeace 
by Simon James

Walker Books   978-1406367409
Emily is very worried about the welfare of the whale living in her pond and writes to

Greenpeace for advice - who tell her that this is just not possible. But she is
determined to make sure her whale is happy and to set him free.

 

Mrs Noah’s Pockets 
by Jackie Morris and James Mayhem
Otter Barry Books  978-1910959091

When Mr Noah prepares the ark for sea he makes a list of all the animals he will
take with him. But Mrs Noah finds the list of all the unusual and troublesome
creatures he wishes to leave behind and she makes a coat of many pockets.

 

The Great Wave A Children's Book Inspired by Hokusai
by Veronique Massenot and Bruno Pilorget

Prestel  978-3791370583
On a stormy winter's day, a baby boy, Naoki, is swept into a fisherman's boat by a

great wave. Years pass, but still Naoki does not grow. Must he return to the ocean in
order to become a young man? The answer arrives in the form of a mythic fish.

The Mousehole Cat 
by Antonia Barber and Nicola Bailey

Walker books  978-0744523539
Inspired by a Cornish legend, this story tells of old Mowzer the cat and

fisherman Tom who are happy to spend their days in their seaside cottage
until the Storm Cat prevents any fishing and threatens their village.

 



Flyntlock Bones and the Sceptre of the Pharaohs
by Derek Keilty and Mark Elvins

Scallywag Press  978-1912650408
When Flynn applies for the job of cabin boy on the Black Hound, he doesn't expect

it to be a pirate ship! But soon he s setting sail for the Seven Seas, on a perilous
quest to recover ancient treasure bound by a magical curse.

Adventuremice Otter Chaos
by Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre

David Fickling Books  978-1788452670
Meet Pedro. He's tiny, but while looking for a BIG adventure he is rescued by the

ADVENTUREMICE - a brave, determined team who keep all the Mouse Islands safe
from harm.

Younger Fiction

A Boy and a Bear in a Boat
 by Dave Shelton

Yearling  978-0440870746
A boy and a bear set off on what is meant to be a short journey with a suitcase and
ukulele but things don’t quite go to plan. Storms and sea monsters soon test their

friendship!
 

Oliver and the Seawigs 
by Sarah McIntyre and Phillip Reeve

OUP  978-0192734884
When Oliver’s parents go missing he sails off to find them - and on the way

encounters a short-sighted mermaid, a grumpy albatross, cheeky sea monkeys
and a lot more!

 

The Story Shop Anchors Away
by Tracey Corderoy and Tony Neal

Stripes Publishing  978-1788953269
When famous explorer Pearl stumbles into the shop, she’s certain she’s done

everything and been everywhere … until Wilbur and Fred suggest a swashbuckling
pirate adventure!

Call the Puffins 
by Cath Howe and Ella Okstad

Welbeck    978-1801300360
Welcome to the island of Egg where a group of young puffins are training to join a

search and rescue team.



Older Fiction

Day of the Whale
by Rachel Delahaye

Troika Books  978-1912745197
Cam follows Big Blue - everybody does on the island of Cetacea. Their lives take
place within his rules, delivered to them by enigmatic whale-talker, Byron Vos.
But the truth, when Cam finds it, is more dangerous than ever he could have

imagined.

The Boy who Saved a Bear
by Nizrana Farook

Nosy Crow  978-1839943928
Nuwan works at the library, delivering books. One day, he accidentally takes away a very
valuable key that's been hidden inside one of the books, and in the process thwarts the
plans of some very dangerous thieves. On the run, he hides in a cave, only to discover in

the middle of the night that he is sharing it with a big, hairy, terrifying bear!

The Extraordinary Voyage of Katy Willacott 
by Sharon Gosling

Stripes Publishing  978-1788954181
Living among the flowers and ferns of Kew Gardens, Katy has always dreamed of more –

of the sky and the stars and the sea.  When she boards a boat for Brazil, she may find
more adventure than she bargained for. 

Odelia and the Varmint
by Jenny Moore and Elisa Paganelli

New Frontier Publishing    978-1915167309
When a pair of unruly fictional pirates escape out of their book into Victorian London, 11-

year-old Odelia Hardluck-Smythe’s lonely life is turned upside down.

The Voyage of the Dawn Treader by C.L. Lewis
This fifth adventure in The Chronicles of Narnia, tells of Edmund and Lucy and
their spoilt cousin Eustace who suddenly find themselves at sea aboard King

Caspian’s ship, the Dawn Treader, on a quest to find the seven lost Lords of Narnia.
Their journey is one of danger, magicians, dragons and treasure before they

achieve their quest.
 

The Faber Book of Bedtime Stories
Faber 978-0571363933

A gorgeous gift to treasure, this collection of bedtime stories is brimming with hope
and positivity.  Written by well-known authors and brought together by Sarah

McIntyre's  illustrations, there is much to enjoy in this book.
 



Utterly Dark and the Face of the Deep 
by Phillip Reeve

David Fickling Books  978-1788452373
Utterly Dark has lived with her strange guardian since she was washed up on the shores of

Wildsea as a baby. But her Guardian has drowned and it seems that only Utterly has the
power to save the town from strange forces coming from the sea.

 

Swallows and Amazons
 by Arthur Ransome

Vintage Children’s Classics  978-0099572794
The classic story of independence and adventure as the Walker children sail their

dinghy, the Swallow, to camp on Wild Cat island and meet the pirate sisters and crew of
the Amazon who claim the island for their own.

 

Minnow on the Say 
by Philippa Pearce

OUP  978-0192792419
The delightful story of two boys, a boat called the Minnow, a gentle river and a hunt for

treasure.
 

The Wreck of the Zanzibar 
by Michael Morpurgo

FArshore  978-1405233361
Laura is 14 years old when the storms hit the remote island where she lives with her family.

It is 1907 and her brother has run off to sea, so it is down to Laura to row the gig when
danger threatens their community.

Journey to the River Sea 
by Eva Ibbotson

Macmillan Children's  978-1529066197
This classic story of adventure follows Maia as she journeys to Brazil with her

mysterious governess to stay with her cousins.  Maia’s discoveries along the Amazon
river are far more exciting and rewarding than she imagined.

A River of Stories 
by Alice Curry and Jan Pienkowski

Commonwealth Education Trust  978-0992991074
A wonderful collection of stories from all round the Commonwealth each linked

to the delights of water. A book to treasure.
 



The Tide Singer 
by Eloise Williams and August Ro

Barrington Stoke  978-1800900110
Storms devastate Morwenna’s town once again and the locals fear the tide singers who

are said to control the sea. When she is asked to look after a ship-wrecked girl Morwenna
realises there is more to her than she seems.

 

Son of the Sea 
by Richard Pickard

Chicken House  978-1913696726
Casper has always been drawn to the sea and longs to swim the English Channel.
When he is sent to stay with his Grandmother at a seaside town he finds there are

mysteries to solve.
 

Swan Song 
by Gill Lewis

Barrington Stoke  978-1781129548
Dylan finds school hard and doesn’t feel he fits in but when he is sent to stay with
his Grandfather in Wales life begins to improve. Together they go out on their boat
to watch the return of the Whooper swans and Dylan discovers a cause he can get

involved in.
 

 
The Storm Swimmer

 by Clare Weze
Bloomsbury  978-1526622211

Ginika is dismayed to be sent to the quiet seaside town to stay with her Grandparents
and feels lonely and left out. But when she meets Peri, who dives through the waves

like a dolphin, he shows her a new world and nothing is the same again.
 

Song of the River
 by Gill Lewis

Barrington Stoke  978-1800900615
A storm has flooded the valley where Cari and her Mother live and life is tough. But when a

scheme to reintroduce beavers into the area which may improve the waterways and
prevent another disaster is met with opposition, Cari knows she has to persuade the locals

to agree.
 

The Lucky Bottle
 by Chris Wormell

David Fickling Books  978-1788451888
Jack is stranded on a desert island which thankfully has plenty of food and water. But he is
determined to find a way home and has to turn to the special treasures found on the island

as well as pirates and sea monsters for help.
 



The Ship of Cloud and Stars
by Amy Raphael 

Hachette 978-1510108417
Nico Cloud desperately wants to be an explorer, but her parents think adventures aren't for

girls. Fate intervenes when Nico chases a kitten on board a ship . . . and then the ship sails
out to sea!

Wave Riders 
by Lauren St John

Macmillan Children's  978-1509874248
Twins Jess and Jude Carter live a dream life sailing from one exotic destination to the

next with their guardian, Gabriel. But after Gabe vanishes and a storm smashes up
their lives, they’re left penniless and alone.

Seed
by Caryl Lewis

Macmillan Children's  978-1529077667
Grandad, with a glint in his eye, gifts Marty a very special seed. The seed grows

bigger and bigger, and launches Grandad, Marty and his best friend Gracie on an
impossible, wondrous plan fuelled by love, hopes and dreams.

Noah's Gold
by Frank Cottrell-Boyce and Steven Lenton

Macmillan Children's  978-1529048278
Eleven-year old Noah sneaks along on his big sister's geography field trip. Everything

goes wrong! Six kids are marooned on an uninhabited island with no sign of help and a
mystery to solve.

The Book of Legends
by Lenny Henry

Macmillan Children's  978-1529067866
Twins, Bran and Fran, are two ordinary kids who are about to go on an extraordinary

adventure! When their mum mysteriously disappears in a lightning strike, just like
their dad, the twins are all alone and know they have to stick together.

When Secrets Set Sail
by Sita Brahmachari

Orion Children's 978-1510105430
Usha is devastated when her grandmother Kali Ma passes away. Then straight-talking

Imtiaz arrives - her new adoptive sister - and the two girls clash instantly. They both feel
lost. That is until Kali Ma's ghost appears...with a task for them.



Bigfoot Mountain
by Roderick O'Grady

Firefly Press  978-1913102418
When Minnie and her friend Billy discover four giant footprints on a mountain

trail, Dan puts it down to hoaxers. But Minnie knows better. 

The Accidental Stowaway 
by Judith Eagle

Faber Children's  978-0571363124
When Patch runs up the gangway of steamship, RMS Glorious, she isn't planning
to hang around. But if she leaves her hiding place the constable might catch her:
sitting tight is worth the risk. Too late, she realises the ship is setting sail! Patch

has become an accidental stowaway.

The Tale of Truthwater Lake
by Emma Carroll

Faber Children's  978-0571364428
Truthwater Lake is beginning to dry up. As the water level diminishes, a lost village

emerges. Swimming over the rooftops at midnight, Polly dives down and is suddenly
able to breathe, to hear church bells and bird song . . . Polly has discovered an

underwater gateway . . . to the past!

The Rescue of Ravenwood 
by Natasha Farrant

Faber Children's    978-0571348787
To Bea and Raffy, Ravenwood is home. In its own way, the house rescued them, even if it

did have a fallen-down tree taking up most of the kitchen. So the idea that it could be
sold. Demolished even. Well, that's unthinkable. 

Dead Good Detectives
by Jenny McLachlan

Farshore   978-1405298155
Sid Jones loves hanging out in the graveyard with her best friend Zen – they are desperate

to see a real-life ghost!  But when Sid accidentally summons a 300-year-old pirate from
the dead, it opens the door to the HALFWAY HOUSE – a magical inn FULL of lost souls from

across the ages.
 

A Crack in the Sea 
by H.M. Bouwman 

Troika books  978-1912745067
This fantasy story is set in two worlds separated by a crack in the sea and involves three
families with youngsters from different backgrounds and special talents who embark on

some exciting adventures together.
 



The Ship of Doom 
by M.A. Bennett

Welbeck  978-1801300049
Together with her friends, Konstantin and Aidan, and a clockwork cuckoo, Luna boards

the Time Train. The gang travel to 1912 and find themselves aboard a great ship travelling
from Southampton to New York. They locate a man called Guglielmo Marconi and his new

invention: the wireless radio. But as the ship heads into icy waters, they discover its
name: The RMS TITANIC

 

Hedgewitch 
by Skye McKenna

Welbeck  978-1801300681
With the help of a talking cat and a flying broom, Cassie escapes to the enchanted

village of Hedgely. There she will begin her training in the practical skills of witchcraft
with the Hedgewitch, who watches over the Hedge, the vast forest that marks the

border between England and Faerie.

Fablehouse 
by Emma Norry

Bloomsbury  978-1526649539
With the help of Palamedes - the Black Knight from King Arthur's Round Table who has
been guarding the magical doorway to the fae world - and three friends, Heather sets

off on a quest to rescue the children who have been replaced by changelings. No child
will be forgotten or discarded on her watch.

Georgia and the Edge of the World
by Robin Boyden

David Fickling Books  978-1788451796
A strange bottle washes up on the shore of Angleston, promising an adventure that

Georgia can't resist. It will take her on a journey to the edge of the world...

The Wind in the Willows 
by Kenneth Grahame

Farshore  978-0755500796
This timeless tale of Ratty, Mole and Toad of Toad Hall and their adventures along the

river bank never fails to entertain.



Teen and YA 

Lily's Just Fine
by Gill Stewart

Sweet Cherry Publishing  978-1782264804
Lily couldn't have planned life better herself. She lives in the best house in town and she's

dating the most popular boy in school. Everything else she can fix.

Viper 
by Bex Hogan

Orion Children's  978-1510105836
She was born to protect the islands. But can she fight for them if it means losing her

family, her home, the boy she loves - and perhaps even her life?

The Shadow Order 
by Rebecca F John

Firefly Press  978-1913102951
A mysterious event leads friends on an extraordinary series of dangerous adventures as
they discover more about the disturbance in the natural world surrounding Copperwell,

battle to save their city and start to recognise their truest selves.

Vampirates
by Justin Somper

UCLan Publishing  978-1912979110
Following the sudden death of their father, twins Grace and Connor Tempest hastily depart
the suffocating small town of Crescent Moon Bay in their dad s old sailing boat. Caught in a

vicious storm, they are shipwrecked and separated in the cold, cruel ocean.

Lies we Sing to the Sea
By Sarah Underwood

Electric Monkey 978-0008558536
In the cursed kingdom of Ithaca, each spring brings the hanging of twelve maidens, a gift to

the vengeful Poseidon. But when Leto awakens from her death on the shore of a long-
forgotten island, its enigmatic keeper Melantho tells her that there’s only one way the curse

can be broken. Leto must kill the last prince of Ithaca . . .



Salt to the Sea
 by Rita Sepetys

Winner of the 2017 Carnegie medal
Penguin  978-0141347400

Set in 1945 and based on a true story, four very different young people travel across war
torn Germany to reach a ship that will be their escape. But each have their own dark

secret as they continue across the sea and more dangers await.

The Girl who broke the Sea 
by A. Connors

Scholastic  978-0702317583
When Lily’s behaviour is so out of hand that she is expelled from school, she reluctantly

agrees to live with her mother at an experimental research station deep under the ocean on
the sea bed. When the chief scientist disappears it becomes obvious that danger threatens

them all and Lily has new challenges to face.

The Sea Monster 
by Chris Wormell

Jonathan Cape  978-0224070256
The great sea monster lives at the bottom of the sea but loves to come to the surface where

he blends in with the rocks to watch the families on the beach. He makes sure no-one can
see him until the day when a small boy gets into trouble when his toy boat drifts off to sea. A

heartwarming and lyrical tale.

Follow the Moon Home 
by Phillippe Cousteau, Deborah Hopkinson, Meilo Su

Chronicle Books  978-1452112411
Viv moves to a new home by the sea in South Carolina and is intrigued by the baby sea
turtles which hatch on their beach. When she discovers they are in danger she enlists

the help of her new friends to save them.



Non-Fiction

Planes, Planes, Planes 
by Donna David and Nina Pirhonen

Macmillan Children's  978-1529069778
Full of spotting and counting fun, with different planes to follow on each page and an

exciting fold-out race at the end.

Lifesize Deadly Animals
by Sophy Henn

Red Shed  978-0008534301
This interactive non-fiction adventure features LIFESIZE illustrations of some of

world’s smallest and largest deadly animals and invites children to think about how
they compare with these amazing creatures.

Interview With Blackbeard
by Andy Seed and Gareth Conway

Welbeck  978-1783128327
Get to know 10 famous villains who take a quick break from dastardly deeds to answer all

sorts of (very nosy) questions about their actions and unique perspectives. Are they as
wicked as we've been led to believe?

A Turtle's View of the Ocean Blue
by Catherine Barr and Brendan Kearney

Laurence King Publishing 978-1786279101
This beautiful book will help you explore the five oceans on our planet, meeting the

creatures who live there and finding out just how their incredible surroundings work.
From tides and currents, to migrations and conservation, see our oceans in action and

learn how you can help to save them.

It's the Journey not the Destination 
by Carl Honore, Kevin and Kristen Howdeshell

Magic Cat Publishing  9781913520595
Each of these journeys are on foot, bike, boat or train, allowing you to take in the

history, absorb the landscape and meet extraordinary people along the way.

The Indestructible Tom Crean
By Jennifer Thermes

Welbeck  9781803380957
 This is the true story of Tom Crean, the legendary Irish explorer and crewmate

of three of the most important and famous expeditions in British history –
Discovery, Terra Nova and Endurance.



Charles Darwin's On the Origin of Species
By Sabina Radeva

Penguin Random House  9780141388519
Darwin's most famous work as a beautifully illustrated book for children and adults
alike. The stunning pictures bring the theory of evolution to life for young readers,

and anyone who wants to learn about evolution.

Antarctica 
By Karen Romano Young and Angela Hseih
What on Earth Publishing    9781913750527

Explore some of the harshest landscapes on earth following in the footsteps of brave
explorers. And learn about how scientists survive here today and what they do all day

Big Book of Boats
by Luogo Commune, Translated by Catherine Bruzzone

b Small Publishing  9781913918392
From enormous cruise ships glittering in the evening light to incredible

submarines exploring the depths of the ocean, boats reveal to us the secrets,
stories and histories of our world.


